
Agamon Health Partners with Mayo Clinic to Bridge Cardiology Gaps Using AI Know-How

Agamon Health's Patient Adherence platform is aimed at raising standards of cardiovascular care

 

Agamon Health is a healthcare technology company that uses Generative AI and workflow automation to close gaps in patient care. In
collaboration with Mayo Clinic through a know-how agreement, Agamon Health aims to extend its offering to cardiology.

 

Unfortunately, many patients and providers do not adhere to the recommended American Association of Cardiology guidelines for follow-up, with
adherence rates for moderate aortic stenosis patients, for example, ranging from 45 to 65%1. Delayed or insufficient care can have severe
consequences, such as increased hospitalization, worsening heart failure, and death.

 

Valvular heart disease affects millions of people worldwide and is commonly diagnosed through echocardiograms. For moderate to severe
cases, regular monitoring is crucial to prevent heart failure and related complications and to ensure patients receive appropriate, timely medical
or surgical treatment. However, without adequate follow-up systems in place, it is difficult for individual physicians to track and manage these
patients, which can lead to low follow-up adherence rates and potentially adverse outcomes.

 

Agamon Health is collaborating with Mayo Clinic to leverage its expertise in Generative AI and workflow automation to enhance patient
adherence to follow-up in cardiology. In "closing the loop" on follow-up recommendations, Agamon Coordinate seeks to improve patient health
outcomes.

 

During a recent interview, Michal Meiri, Agamon's CEO, expressed enthusiasm for the company's collaboration, stating, "We're excited to work
with Mayo Clinic on this important mission. Care gaps in cardiology are a major concern and Agamon Health has technology with the potential to
address them - Generative AI combined with workflow automation to reduce the need for manual workflows. By collaborating with an institution
that has such a reputation for excellence we'll combine their clinical experience with our technological expertise with the goal of improving
operational efficiency and quality of care for patients globally."
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